
 
Dear Ms. Dunnigan, 

I hope this letter finds you in good health and high spirits. I wish you all the best as new 

Ambassador to Georgia! My name is George Gagnidze, and I am writing to you as the founder and 

chairman of "Change Georgia," the newest and the sole dedicated political party in Georgia with a 

mission to eradicate corruption from our nation. It is with great enthusiasm and a sense of 

responsibility that I present our party's vision and objectives to you. 

 

Our primary goal is to initiate a comprehensive campaign against corruption in Georgia, and we 

are fully committed to commencing this transformative process by the year 2024. We are actively 

preparing for the October 2024 parliamentary elections in Georgia, where we aim to present a 

compelling alternative to the current political landscape. 

 

As of now, we are proud to have garnered significant support from the Georgian public. Our social 

media presence, across platforms such as Facebook, TikTok, Instagram, and YouTube, has 

connected us with a substantial audience of 146,000 dedicated followers (without any finance). 

These are real people who share our vision for a more transparent and accountable government, 

and they are eager for positive change. 

 

It is our earnest desire to introduce ourselves to the esteemed representatives of the United States 

government, as we believe that our mutual cooperation can be invaluable in our mission. The 

United States has long been a symbol of democracy and good governance, and we are eager to 

learn from your experiences and insights to implement positive change in our country. 

 

I am pleased to inform you that I will be in the United States from November 15, 2023, to February 

17, 2024. During my visit, I plan to explore and gain a deeper understanding of the successful 

achievements in various fields in America and then introduce these insights to our People. This will 

help us plan for positive changes in our own society. If there is any possibility during my stay to 

arrange a meeting with a representative of the U.S. to share and exchange our views and start 

friendship, it would be greatly appreciated. 

 

November 2, 2023 

 

To the Ambassador of the United States Embassy in Tbilisi, Georgia 

Ms. Robin L. Dunnigan 

 



 

We genuinely look forward to the prospect of establishing a partnership and receiving your support 

in our endeavors. I am flexible and ready to meet at your convenience, on any date and at any 

location of your choosing. Your insights and guidance would be invaluable to us in our pursuit of a 

corruption-free Georgia. 

 

In closing, I wish to express my sincere gratitude for your attention and consideration. We are 

eager to forge a strong, enduring friendship and partnership between our organizations for the 

betterment of both our nations. 

 

Sincerely, 

George Gagnidze 

Founder and Chairman of the political party – “Change Georgia” 

+995595275000 CELL, VIBER, TELEGRAM 

21@modefy.world 
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